Mapping distributed sources of cortical alpha rhythms in mild Alzheimer’s disease. 
A multicentric EEG study
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Abstract. The study aimed at mapping (i) the distributed alpha (8–13 Hz) electroencephalography (EEG) sources specific for mild Alzheimer’s disease (AD) compared with vascular dementia (VaD) in normal, elderly people (Nold) and (ii) the distributed alpha EEG sources sensitive to mild AD at different stages of severity. Resting EEG (10–20 electrode montage) was recorded from 48 mild AD, 20 VaD and 38 Nold subjects. Both AD and VaD patients had 24–17 on their mini mental state examinations (MMSE). Alpha bands were subdivided in alpha 1 (8–10.5 Hz) and alpha 2 (10.5–13 Hz) subbands. Cortical alpha EEG sources were modeled by “low resolution brain electromagnetic tomography” (LORETA). Regarding issue (i), there was a decline of central, parietal, temporal and limbic alpha 1 sources specific to the mild AD group compared with Nold and VaD groups. On the other hand, occipital alpha 1 sources showed a strong decline in mild AD compared with the VaD group. However, this finding was “unspecific” because a certain decline of these sources was also recognized in VaD compared with Nold. Regarding issue (ii), there was a lower power of occipital alpha 1 sources in the mild AD more severely diseased subgroup. On the whole, these findings stress...
the reliability of modern technologies for EEG analysis as the LORETA approach to the study of
cortical rhythmicity in resting mild AD. © 2004 Published by Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction

Electroencephalographic (EEG) rhythms are affected by Alzheimer’s disease (AD) [1–3]. Compared with normal elderly subjects, Alzheimer’s disease (AD) patients present an increase of delta (about 0.5–4 Hz) and theta (about 4–8 Hz) mean power, along with a decrease of alpha (about 8–13 Hz) and beta (about 13–30 Hz) mean power. EEG rhythms are also sensitive to the severity of dementia. Delta and/or theta rhythms do increase even in the earlier stages of AD [3] and seem to predict disease progression [4,5]. In normal subjects, the magnitude of alpha rhythm is maximal in scalp occipital areas. While alpha rhythm still peaks in the posterior scalp areas in mild AD patients, it is either equally distributed over the scalp or localizes more anteriorly with disease progression [5–7].

From a physiological point of view, EEG rhythms reflect the opening/closure (“gating function”) of bidirectional connections among several cortical and subcortical (i.e., brain stem, thalamus) structures [8–10]. Therefore, a single dipole source indicates the “center of gravity” of the distributed cortical sources generating the EEG rhythms. An alternative approach for the modeling of these sources is called “low resolution brain electromagnetic tomography” (LORETA) [11,12], which uses thousands of dipole sources within a 3D brain model coregistered into Talairach space [13].

The present multicentric study was aimed at defining (i) the distributed alpha (8–13 Hz) EEG sources specific for mild AD compared with Vascular dementia (VaD) or normal aging (Nold) and (ii) the distributed alpha EEG sources sensitive to mild AD progression. For these aims, resting EEG was recorded from a large group of mild AD, VaD and normal elderly (Nold) subjects. Alpha bands were subdivided into alpha 1 (8–10.5 Hz) and alpha 2 (10.5–13 Hz) subbands. Cortical sources of alpha EEG rhythms were modeled by LORETA solutions in macrocortical regions.

2. Materials and methods

We recruited 48 mild AD patients, 20 VaD patients and 38 Nold subjects. All patients had a Mini Mental State Evaluation (MMSE) [14] with results ranging from 24 to 17. The mild AD patients were further subdivided into mild AD “−” (MMSE 24–21, 23 subjects) and mild AD “+” (MMSE 20–17, 25 subjects) to address the issue of the increase of the severity of mild AD. Table 1 shows a report of the mean values of relevant personal and clinical parameters of mild AD, VaD and Nold subjects.

Specialized, clinical units recorded EEG in resting subjects (eyes closed) whose vigilance was continuously controlled to avoid drowsiness. EEG data were recorded (0.3–70 Hz band pass) from 19 electrodes positioned, according to the international 10–20 system (Fp1, Fp2, F7, F3, Fz, F4, F8, T3, C3, Cz, C4, T4, T5, P3, Pz, P4, T6, O1, O2).
A digital FFT-based power spectrum analysis (Welch technique, Hanning windowing function, no phase shift) computed the power density of alpha EEG rhythms with 0.5 Hz frequency resolution. The following alpha subbands were considered: alpha 1 (8–10.5 Hz) and alpha 2 (10.5–13 Hz).

We employed LORETA for the EEG source analysis, which has been extensively tested with simulation paradigms [11,12]. LORETA computed 3D linear solutions (LORETA solutions) for the EEG inverse problem within a three-shell spherical head model including scalp, skull and brain compartments. The brain compartment was restricted to the cortical gray matter/hippocampus. This compartment included 2394 voxels (7 mm resolution), each voxel containing an equivalent current dipole. LORETA solutions consisted of current voxel density values able to predict EEG spectral power density at scalp electrodes. To enhance the “topographical” results, a “spatial” normalization was obtained by normalizing the LORETA current density at each voxel for the LORETA power density averaged across all frequencies (0.5–30 Hz)/voxels of the brain volume. These normalized, relative current values were then log transformed. We collapsed LORETA solutions at the frontal, central, temporal, parietal, occipital and limbic regions of the brain model coded into Talairach space.

Regional, normalized LORETA solutions were compared by two ANOVA analyses, using relative current density values as the dependent variable and subjects’ age and education as covariates. The first ANOVA design focused on distributed alpha EEG sources specific to mild AD. Its factors (levels) were Group (mild AD, VaD, Nold), Band (alpha 1, alpha 2) and ROI (central, frontal, parietal, occipital, temporal, limbic). The second ANOVA design focused on distributed alpha EEG sources sensitive to the severity of mild AD. Its factors (levels) were Group (Nold, mild AD—, mild AD+), Band (alpha 1, alpha 2) and ROI (central, frontal, parietal, occipital, temporal, limbic).

3. Results

Fig. 1 maps the grand average of LORETA solutions modeling distributed alpha EEG sources in Nold, mild AD (MMSE 24–17) and VaD groups. In the Nold group, alpha sources had strong magnitude and were distributed mainly in the parieto—occipital regions. Relative current density prevailed in alpha 1 compared with alpha 2 sources. Compared to the Nold group, the mild AD group showed a dramatic reduction of parieto—occipital alpha 1 sources. Compared to the AD group, the VaD group was characterized by a less dramatic decrease of parieto—occipital alpha 1 sources with respect to the Nold group.

Fig. 2 maps the grand average of LORETA solutions, modeling distributed alpha EEG sources in mild AD — (MMSE 24–21) and mild AD+ (MMSE 20–17) groups. Compared
to the Nold group (see Fig. 1), occipital alpha 1 sources decreased in magnitude with the maximal severity of the disease (mild AD— to mild AD+).

The ANOVA analysis, focusing on distributed alpha EEG sources specific to mild AD, showed a statistical ANOVA interaction ($p = 0.03$) among Group (mild AD, VaD, Nold), Band (alpha 1, alpha 2) and ROI (central, frontal, parietal, occipital, temporal, limbic).

Fig. 1. Grand average of LORETA solutions (grey scale) modeling distributed alpha EEG sources in Nold, mild AD (MMSE 24–17) and VaD groups. The left side of the maps (top view) corresponds to the left hemisphere.

Fig. 2. Grand average of LORETA solutions (grey scale) modeling distributed alpha EEG in sources AD— (MMSE 24–21) and mild AD+ (MMSE 20–17). The left side of the maps (top view) corresponds to the left hemisphere.
factors. Duncan post hoc showed a strong decline of central, parietal, temporal and limbic alpha 1 sources specific to mild AD with respect to Nold and VaD. Furthermore, occipital alpha 1 sources showed a strong decline in mild AD compared with VaD. However, this finding was “unspecific” because a certain decline of these sources was also recognized in VaD compared with Nold.

The ANOVA analysis, focusing on distributed alpha EEG sources sensitive to the severity of mild AD, showed a statistical ANOVA interaction ($p = 0.01$) among Group (Nold, mild AD −, mild AD+), Band (alpha 1, alpha 2) and ROI (central, frontal, parietal, occipital, temporal, limbic) factors. Duncan post hoc indicated that the occipital alpha 1 sources had lower magnitude in mild AD − compared with Nold groups and lower magnitude in mild AD+ than mild AD − groups.

4. Discussion

Cortical alpha 1 sources characterized mild AD from VaD and normal aging. Compared to VaD and normal aging, mild AD showed a significant decrease of alpha 1 sources in all cortical regions. In particular, the most specific marker for mild AD was the reduction in magnitude of central, parietal, temporal and limbic alpha 1 sources compared with normal aging and VaD. Thus, it could be considered a marker specific for mild AD. On the other hand, the reduction of the alpha 1 sources in the mild AD group respect to the control groups was clearly less evident in the central cortical region when compared with the parietal, occipital and temporal cortical regions. Furthermore, it was practically absent in the frontal region. The present results enlighten the so-called “anteriorization” of scalp alpha rhythms in AD, repeatedly reported in previous studies using EEG mapping and single dipole localization [5,6,14,15]. Such an “anteriorization” may result from the fact that, in mild AD, alpha 1 sources decline in magnitude much more in parieto–occipital than frontal cortical regions, thus producing a “virtual displacement” of the “center of gravity” of the alpha rhythm.

Compared to normal aging, magnitude reduction of widespread alpha 1 sources in mild AD can be explained in terms of an abnormal increase of cortical excitation or disinhibition during the resting state. This explanation is in line with previous evidence showing abnormal central EEG rhythms or evoked potentials in AD subjects who performed voluntary movements or received somatosensory stimuli [16,17].

In the present study, another important focus was on specific features characterizing distributed cortical sources of EEG rhythms during the different stages of severity of mild AD. Occipital alpha 1 sources had a stronger magnitude in Nold than mild AD − and in mild AD − than mild AD+. These results, localized to the occipital cortical region, confirm previous scalp EEG evidence showing decreased alpha during AD progression [1,2,7,15,18–20]. The present abnormal sources of occipital EEG rhythms between mild AD at different stages of severity may be due to early pathological changes in extrastriate occipital areas [21] and their connections [22–24].
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